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[1] Relative motion of the Sun with respect to the surrounding local interstellar medium
results in entering of interstellar helium atoms into the heliosphere. Current models of
helium flowing into the solar system do not include elastic collisions of atoms with solar
wind ions. It was predicted in 1986, without quantitative elaboration, that such collisions
would enhance wings of directional distributions of helium atom fluxes. This paper focuses
on a theoretical treatment of elastic collisions of interstellar He atoms with the solar wind
protons resulting in increased wing intensities, called the helium flux halo in
contradistinction to the flux core. We concentrate on directional distributions of He atom
intensities at 1 AU from the Sun for observers at rest and moving with the Earth and
confirm the formation of the flux halo. We show that the collision-produced halo would
often dominate He atom intensities at angles larger than 30�–35� from the maximum
intensity direction in the flux core. A comparison with direct measurements of interstellar
helium atom fluxes is beyond the scope of this paper.
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1. Interstellar Helium in the Solar System

[2] Relative motion of the Sun with respect to the
surrounding partially ionized local interstellar medium
(LISM) results in entering of interstellar neutral helium
atoms into the heliosphere. The low number density of
LISM’s interstellar gas justifies treating these atoms as indi-
vidual particles moving along hyperbolic trajectories under
the gravitational force of the Sun and experiencing ioniza-
tion losses. More than 40 years of extensive experimental
studies support the concept of interstellar helium penetration
of the solar system. The techniques include optical
(interplanetary glow) and in situ (pickup ions and direct flux
detection) measurements [e.g., Moebius et al., 2004, and
references therein].
[3] Optical observations and pickup ion measurements

essentially average out properties of neutral interstellar
helium over large distances in the heliosphere. In contrast,
direct detection of He atom fluxes measures local directional
distributions of atom intensities (cm�2 sr�1 s�1), sometimes
also called directional fluxes. These distributions depend on
the velocity, temperature, and number density of helium “at
infinity” in the interstellar medium surrounding the Sun thus
characterizing LISM properties.

[4] Direct detection of interstellar He atom fluxes played
an important role in emergence of a new field of in situ mea-
surements of neutral atoms in the solar system [Gruntman,
1997]. An experiment GAS [Rosenbauer et al., 1983; Witte
et al., 1992] onboard the Ulysses spacecraft, launched in
1990, successfully detected for the first time interstellar
helium fluxes [Witte et al., 1996; Witte, 2004]. Then, the
Interstellar Boundary Explorer (IBEX) [McComas et al.,
2009], launched in 2008, measured interstellar helium fluxes
at 1 AU [Moebius et al., 2009a]. In situ measurements of
low energy neutral atoms (50–120 eV in case of interstellar
helium) utilize various experimental approaches [Gruntman,
1993, 1997]. The instruments on Ulysses [Rosenbauer et al.,
1983; Witte et al., 1992, 1999] and IBEX [Moebius et al.,
2009b], based on different physical detection processes,
obtained interstellar helium properties that are in general
agreement [Witte, 2004; Bzowski et al., 2012; Moebius
et al., 2012], although some differences are not explained yet.
[5] The dynamics of interstellar helium atom motion in

the gravitational field of the Sun and atom losses are well
understood. Recent IBEX measurements revealed higher
intensities in the wings of interstellar helium directional
distributions than predicted by conventional theoretical
models [Bzowski et al., 2012;Moebius et al., 2012]. Bzowski
et al. [2012] suggested that these enhanced wings were
“likely produced by interaction of interstellar helium with
plasma in the outer heliosheath” which could result in
effectively non-Maxwellian velocity distributions of the
inflowing interstellar helium at large distances (>100 AU)
from the Sun.
[6] There is another physical effect however that would

enhance wing intensities which we call the helium flux halo
in contradistinction to the well-understood helium flux core.
Brandt [1964] first pointed to the importance of elastic and
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inelastic collisions of interstellar atoms with the solar wind
protons and electrons. It had been realized by mid-1970s that
elastic collisions might cause effective heating of the inflowing
interstellar atom fluxes [Wallis, 1973; Fahr, 1974; Holzer,
1977;Meier, 1977]. Bymid-1980s, a number of authors [Fahr
and Lay, 1974; Wallis, 1974, 1975; Fahr 1978; Wallis and
Hassan, 1978; Wu and Judge, 1978; Chassefiere et al.,
1986; Gruntman, 1986] had explored various aspects of such
heating of interstellar helium and hydrogen.
[7] Collisional heating of interstellar helium was initially

often treated as accumulation of momentum- and energy-
transfer processes continuously occurring along atom trajecto-
ries to a point of interest in the heliosphere. The net momen-
tum (energy) transfer was essentially determined as a product
of the average momentum (energy) transferred in a collision
and the average number of such collisions.
[8] Then, Gruntman [1986] noted that the concept of

continuous momentum and energy transfer was inapplicable
because of the small average number of collisions. (In contrast
to long-range Coulomb forces between charged particles
in plasma, ion-neutral interaction potentials are essentially
short-range which limits total cross-sections, with rapidly
diminishing contribution of collisions at large impact parame-
ters.) The analysis of differential scattering cross-sections,
sharply peaking at small scattering angles, pointed to a funda-
mental inequality of transferred momentum (energy) among
atoms experiencing collisions. (Chassefiere et al. [1986]
also independently arrived at similar conclusions.) Most He
atoms would acquire in one collision only small, compared
to the average, additional momentum and energy while a
few atoms obtain significant momentum and energy incre-
ments. Consequently, Gruntman [1986] specifically predicted
that collision-producedwidening (heating) of the core of direc-
tional distributions of He atom fluxes at 1 AU would be
small and could probably “be neglected in treatment of direct
experimental data” and that a small fraction of atoms would
produce “very thin (but rather long) wings in the interstellar
helium velocity distribution function.” These predictions have
not been further quantitatively elaborated at that time.
[9] This paper theoretically describes elastic collisions of

interstellar He atoms with the solar wind protons leading to
effective heating of interstellar helium and forming the flux
halo. We quantitatively assess the effect and confirm the
earlier prediction by Gruntman [1986]. The calculated He
atom flux halo at 1 AU would contribute to and could explain
some observed intensity enhancements [Moebius et al., 2012;
Bzowski et al., 2012] in the wings of directional distributions
of interstellar helium fluxes.
[10] Section 2 of the paper briefly reviews the conven-

tional (without collisions) theoretical treatment of interstellar
atoms flowing into the heliosphere and local properties of
He atom fluxes. Then, section 3 considers elastic collisions
between solar wind protons and helium atoms. Section 4
describes the effect of elastic collisions on local velocity
distributions and presents the calculated He flux halo at 1
AU for observers at rest and moving with the Earth. Finally,
section 5 summarizes the results and discusses effects of the
simplifying assumptions made in this work on accuracy of
the halo calculations. A comparison of the presented theoret-
ical results with measurements of interstellar helium atom
fluxes is beyond the scope of this publication and will be
done in the future.

2. Interstellar Helium Atom Fluxes

[11] Let us first consider a conventional treatment of
inflowing interstellar helium without elastic collisions with
the solar wind protons. Danby and Camm [1957], Danby
and Bray [1967], and Fahr [1968, 1971] first introduced
basic concepts of interstellar neutral atom penetration of
the solar system that essentially relied on conservation of
the phase space density along particle trajectories. These
concepts laid the foundation for various approaches devel-
oped in the 1970s for obtaining local distribution functions
of interstellar hydrogen and helium atoms [e.g., Axford,
1972; Fahr, 1974, 1979; Wallis, 1974; Weller and Meier,
1974; Blum et al., 1975; Holzer, 1977; Meier, 1977; Wu
and Judge, 1979; Thomas, 1978; Gruntman, 1980]. Later,
a number of groups applied these approaches in diverse
studies of interstellar neutral gas in the heliosphere [e.g.,
Bertaux, 1984; Lallement et al., 1985; Fahr et al., 1987;
Banaszkiewicz et al., 1990, 1996; Hall et al., 1993;
Quemerais and Bertaux, 1993; Ajello et al., 1994; Witte
et al., 1996; Pryor et al., 1998, 2008; Quemerais et al.,
1999; Stephan et al., 2001; Rucinski et al., 2003; Moebius
et al., 2004, 2009a, 2012; Tarnopolski and Bzowski, 2009;
Katushkina and Izmodenov, 2011; Bzowski et al., 2012;
Lee et al., 2012].
[12] Interstellar helium atoms enter the solar system

and follow heliocentric hyperbolic trajectories under the
influence of the gravitational field of the Sun (Figure 1).
(Effective solar radiation forces caused by atom scattering
of solar photons do not exceed a fraction of one half of
one percent of the gravitational force and can be conve-
niently disregarded.) An atom with the initial velocity vector
V1 at infinity in the LISM would have the velocity V at a
selected point R in the heliosphere; the angle θ* describes
an angular position of the atom along the hyperbolic

Figure 1. An interstellar helium atom entering the helio-
sphere. V1 is the atom velocity vector “at infinity” in the
LISM; V is the atom velocity at a given point R; V0 is the
LISM velocity (interstellar wind) with respect to the Sun, its
vector pointing in the x axis direction; the angle θ* describes
an angular position of the atom along its hyperbolic trajectory
and is measured from the incoming radial asymptote (dotted
line). The Sun, the LISM velocity V0, and the radius-vector
R are in the plane of the figure; vectors V and V1 are not
necessarily in the plane.
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trajectory. This angle is measured from the incoming
radial asymptote of the hyperbola that is from the direction
opposite to the vector V1 (Figure 1). (In contrast, true anom-
aly which is commonly used for describing a point position
is counted from perihelion.)
[13] In the absence of atom losses, the phase space density

of interstellar helium is conserved along particle trajectories,
as required by the Liouville’s theorem [e.g., Landau and
Lifshitz, 1976; Goldstein, 1980]. Consequently, the phase
space density f(V,R) at the selected point R equals the phase
space density f1(V1) of atoms in the LISM:

f V;Rð Þ ¼ f1 V1ð Þ; (1)

where the local velocity vector V and the radius-vector R
determine the velocity vector V1 at infinity, V1 =V1(V,R).
The problem of calculating a local velocity distribution
function at a given point is thus reduced to accounting for
losses and determining velocities V1 in the interstellar gas
for the given local V and R. The latter calculations are com-
mon in orbital mechanics [e.g., Battin, 1987; Vallado, 2001,
and references therein].
[14] One usually assumes a shifted Maxwellian velocity

distribution of neutral atoms in the LISM’s interstellar gas
approaching the solar system:

f1 V1ð Þ ¼ n0
mHe

2pkBT0

� �3=2

exp � mHe

2kBT0
V0 � V1ð Þ2

� �
; (2)

where n0 is the helium number density in the LISM, mHe is
the helium atom mass; kB is the Boltzmann constant; T0 is
the LISM temperature; and V0 is the interstellar gas bulk
velocity vector (“interstellar wind” velocity) with respect to
the Sun. For a realistic interstellar gas temperature, such
as 8000 K, the corresponding root-mean-square velocity
of helium atom thermal motion in a selected direction is
4.1 km s�1, which is smaller but not negligible than a realis-
tic interstellar wind velocity of 25 km s�1. Hence, the spread
of helium atom velocities in the LISM would result in
directional dependences of local interstellar helium atom
intensities in the heliosphere.
[15] In this work, we concentrate on properties of interstellar

helium fluxes along the Earth orbit which are of most interest
for realistic space experiments. The interstellar wind velocity
vectorV0 points in the direction close to the ecliptic plane with
ecliptic latitude bISW�� 5�. We make two simplifying
assumptions that (i) the interstellar wind vector is in the eclip-
tic plane and (ii) the observer is at rest in the circular Earth or-
bit around the Sun with the radius RE=1 AU. One can
generalize the treatment in a straightforward manner for any
location in the heliosphere, any interstellar wind velocity,
and any velocity of an observing platform. In section 4, we
present, as an example, a directional distribution of He atom
intensities for a realistic interstellar wind velocity vector and
an observer moving with the Earth. Throughout this work,
we assume the LISM velocity V0 = 25 km s� 1 with respect
to the Sun, temperature T0 = 8000 K, and the helium atom
number density n0 = 0.01 cm� 3.
[16] Let us consider, as was suggested by Fahr [1968],

interstellar atoms approaching the solar system with the same
velocities V0 and from the same direction (Figure 2). This is a
so-called “cold model” of the interaction, with the zero
temperature of the interstellar gas. (A “hot model” refers to a

non-zero LISM temperature.) It is convenient to describe the
coordinates of a selected “observation point” in the heliocen-
tric system of coordinates, R= (R,θ), with the position angle
θ counted from the direction opposite to the velocity vector
V0, that is, from the upwind (interstellar wind) direction. We
will use henceforth the symbol θ to describe angular positions
of observers in the heliocentric system and the same symbol
with the asterisk, θ*, to describe angular positions of atoms
along their hyperbolic trajectories, measured from the incom-
ing radial asymptote (Figure 1). The angles θ and θ* are iden-
tical when V0=V1, that is, for the cold model.
[17] Figure 2 shows interstellar atoms reaching any given

point (R,θ) in the heliosphere following two distinctly differ-
ent trajectories with two different “impact parameters,” B1

(with θ* = θ) and B2 (with θ* = 360� � θ). An atom trajectory
reaching a given point with the angle θ*< 180� from the
incoming radial asymptote is referred to as direct while a
trajectory with θ*> 180� is indirect. For the selected inter-
stellar wind velocity 25 km s�1, a point θ� 126� at the Earth
orbit is unique and of special interest for experiments. The
corresponding direct atom trajectory is tangential to the
circular Earth orbit at this point (atom orbit perihelion).
Consequently, interstellar helium atoms would have at this
point the highest velocities relative to the moving Earth
(revolving around the Sun in the counterclockwise direction
in Figure 2) which is especially advantageous for atom direct
detection from an Earth-bound spacecraft [Gruntman, 1980,
1993; McComas et al., 2009; Moebius et al., 2009a,
2009b]. Another direct trajectory would tangentially “touch”
the Earth orbit below the axis of symmetry in Figure 2 at
θ� 234�. The velocities of helium atoms with respect to
the moving Earth would be minimal at that point, making
it unfavorable for atom direct detection.
[18] On its trajectory from the LISM to a given point, an

atom may get ionized and thus lost. Loss rates due to
photo-ionization and solar wind ion charge exchange are
inversely proportional to the square of the heliocentric
distance. The dominating loss process is photo-ionization by
the solar extreme ultraviolet radiation. The photo-ionization
rate varies from 6� 10�8 to 1.7� 10�7 s�1 at 1 AU from
solar minimum to solar maximum, respectively [McMullin

Figure 2. Interstellar helium atoms reaching a given point
R= (R,θ) in the heliosphere along two distinctly different
trajectories with impact parameters B1 (direct trajectories)
and B2 (indirect trajectories). The position angle θ is
measured from the upwind (interstellar wind V0) direction
(that is, from the negative direction of the x axis). The gray
circle is the Earth orbit ifR=RE and arrows show the direction
of counterclockwise Earth motion.
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et al., 2004]. Helium loss due to charge exchange with solar
wind ions does not exceed 7% of photo-ionization.
[19] The typical solar wind electron impact ionization rate

is about 2.0� 10�8 s�1 at 1 AU, or about one third and one
eighth of photo-ionization during solar minimum and solar
maximum, respectively [McMullin et al., 2004]. The relative
importance of electron impact ionization increases with
decreasing heliocentric distance due to larger electron temper-
atures in the solar wind near the Sun. For direct helium atom
trajectories reaching 1 AU, the electron impact ionization
always remains significantly smaller than photo-ionization.
[20] We assume in this work the isotropic effective helium

atom loss (ionization) rate �(R):

� Rð Þ ¼ �E
RE

R

� �2

; (3)

where �E= �(RE) is the ionization rate at 1 AU from the Sun.
The probability P0 for an atom to reach a point (R,θ*)
without being lost to ionization, the survival probability, is
an integral along the hyperbolic trajectory from infinity:

P0 R; θ�ð Þ ¼ exp �
Z

� tð Þdt
� �

: (4)

[21] Using conservation of specific angular momentum,
h0 ¼ R2 _θ� , along the atom trajectory and substituting inte-
gration over the angle θ* for that over time, one obtains

P0 R; θ�ð Þ ¼ exp � �ER
2
E

h0
θ�

� �
: (5)

[22] Note that θ= θ* and P0(R,θ) =P0(R,θ*) for the cold
model. For the hot model describing a realistic interstellar
gas with non-zero temperature, the He atom intensity at a
selected point (R,θ) would peak in the direction correspond-
ing to interstellar atoms with the velocity V0 in the LISM
(that is with the zero thermal velocity and θ = θ*). The
survival probability (and the average number of elastic
collisions, as we show below) depends on the angle from
the incoming asymptote θ*, and it would thus vary for He
atoms arriving from different directions to the selected point.
Therefore, equation (5) describes the survival probability of
atoms at a peak intensity of directional distributions at a
given point (R,θ) by substituting the position angle θ.
[23] Figure 3 shows the survival probability P0 dependence

on the position angle θ at the Earth orbit for the cold model
(or, generally, on the angle from the incoming asymptote θ*)
for an effective He atom loss rate �E=1.0� 10� 7 s� 1. For
direct trajectories, the survival probability decreases from
0.67 in the upwind direction (θ=0�) down to 0.33 in the
downwind direction (θ=180�). At θ� 126�, an important
point for experimental observations, the survival probability
is P0� 0.51. The probabilities are much smaller for atoms in
indirect trajectories, e.g., 0.10 for θ=240� and 0.0023 for
θ=300�. In addition, the disregarded relative increase of elec-
tron impact ionization within 1 AU would further diminish
survival probabilities of such atoms. Higher losses on indirect
trajectories make them less favorable for observations.
[24] We use the survival probability dependence P0(R,θ*)

(equation (5)) along individual atom trajectories to account
for interstellar He atom losses in calculations, based on
equation (1), of local velocity distribution functions. Then

we integrate the latter over velocity magnitudes in selected
directions to obtain the interstellar helium atom intensities
(cm�2 sr�1 s�1) from these directions. The experiments on
Ulysses and IBEX measured directional distributions of
interstellar helium intensities.
[25] Figure 4 shows the calculated all-sky interstellar He

atom intensity maps for an observer at rest at three points
(Figure 4a) at the Earth orbit: θ = 0� (upwind direction;
Figure 4b), θ = 126� (perihelion of the corresponding direct
trajectory; Figure 4c), and θ = 180� (downwind direction;
Figure 4d). The latitudinal coordinate d (�90� ≤ d ≤+ 90�)
describes directions out of the Earth orbit plane, while
the longitudinal coordinate a (0� ≤ a ≤ 360�) is measured
from the downwind direction (Figure 4a). The maps show
directions where interstellar helium atom fluxes come from.
In other words, these are the directions where one would
point an instrument to detected corresponding intensities.
Bright dots in Figures 4c and 4d at d = 0� show directions
to the Sun.
[26] As expected, the directional intensity distribution at

the upwind observation point (θ = 0�) is axisymmetric and
centered on the direction d = 0� and a = 180� for the assumed
interstellar wind velocity vector V0 in the plane of the
Earth orbit. At the downwind observation point (θ= 180�),
interstellar helium fluxes form an axisymmetric annulus in
the sky map.
[27] At θ = 126�, the map shows two regions with the

incoming interstellar helium flux. Interstellar helium atom
intensities with direct trajectories peak in the direction
tangential to the Earth orbit at a� 144�; another peak corre-
sponds to indirect trajectories at a� 270�. The indirect He
atom flux is significantly smaller because of much higher
losses; the corresponding survival probabilities are 0.12
(θ* = 360� � θ= 234�) and 0.51 (θ* = θ = 126�) for indirect
and direct trajectories, respectively. Directional spreads of
interstellar helium fluxes are smaller in the Earth orbit plane
than in the normal plane, with velocity variances sometimes
described by corresponding effective “perpendicular” and
“normal” temperatures. The asymmetry of local effective
temperatures is caused by specifics of atom trajectories in
the gravitational field [e.g., Fahr, 1968; Wallis and Hassan,
1978; Gruntman, 1980].

Figure 3. Interstellar He atom survival probability for
reaching 1 AU as a function of the position angle θ for the cold
model (or, generally, a function of the angle from the incoming
asymptote θ*). The initial atom velocity in the LISM is
V0 = 25 km s� 1 and the loss rate is �E=10

� 7 s� 1 at 1 AU.
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3. Helium Atom Collisions With Solar
Wind Protons

[28] An interstellar helium atom may experience elastic
collisions with the solar wind ions on its trajectory from
the LISM to a given point in the heliosphere. In this work,
we consider only collisions with protons which establish a
lower limit on collisional heating of interstellar helium and
formation of the flux halo. While protons are most abundant
ions in the solar wind, collisions with alpha-particles and
perhaps even multiple-charged oxygen ions may lead to
some additional helium atom intensities at large angles from
the flux core. A quantitative evaluation of such collisions is
beyond the scope of this work and will be done in the future.

[29] An elastic collision of a proton (mass m1) with a
helium atom (mass m2 =mHe) results in scattering of parti-
cles and change of their momenta and energies. A number
of books, e.g., Mott and Massey [1949], McDaniel [1964],
and Landau and Lifshitz [1976, 1977], detail fundamentals
of scattering. Velocities of interstellar helium atoms do not
exceed 100 km s�1 at heliocentric distances larger than 0.2
AU while solar wind velocities vary from 350 to 800 km
s�1. For such velocities, one can treat proton-helium elastic
collisions as scattering in a spherically symmetric interaction
potential field depending on the internuclear distance
between colliding particles.
[30] Scattering can be conveniently described and calcu-

lated in a reference frame of the center of mass of colliding
particles and then applied for obtaining post-collision parti-
cle velocities in a desired system of coordinates. Let us first
consider scattering of a solar wind proton with a relative
velocity Vr on an interstellar helium atom at rest in the
heliocentric system (Figure 5). Scattering on an angle w in
the center-of-mass system would correspond to proton
scattering on an angle θ1 in the heliocentric reference frame
(laboratory frame) such that

tanθ1 ¼ m2 sinw
m1 þ m2 cosw

: (6)

[31] For small scattering angles, the scattering angle in the
laboratory frame θ1 is approximately proportional to the
angle w. The helium atom would acquire a velocity VHe,2

in the collision,

VHe;2 ¼ 2m1

m1 þ m2
sin

w
2

� �
Vr; (7)

in the direction pointed at an angle

θ2 ¼ p� w
2

(8)

with respect to the relative velocity vector Vr. Because of
axial symmetry, there is no dependence on the azimuthal
scattering angle. For small scattering angles w, the angle θ2
is close to 90�.
[32] Figure 6 shows the dependence of the post-collision

velocity VHe,2 of the He atom (initially at rest) on the scatter-
ing angle w for a relative collision velocity Vr= 450 km s� 1.
Interstellar He atoms are not at rest in the heliosphere, how-
ever, but accelerate from V0 = 20� 30 km s� 1 in the LISM
up to about 50 km s�1 as they approach 1 AU. Scattering

Figure 4. Interstellar He atom all-sky intensity (logarithmic
scale) maps for observers (a) at rest at 1 AU at positions
(b) θ=0�(upwind), (c) θ=126�, and (d) θ=180� (downwind)
for the LSIM velocity V0 = 25 km s� 1, temperature
T0 = 8000 K, and helium number density n0 = 0.01 cm� 3.
The longitudinal angle a is counted from the downwind
direction (Figure 4a); small bright dots (at latitude d =0�) in
Figures 4c and 4d show directions to the Sun.

Figure 5. Collision of a proton with a relative velocity vec-
torVrwith a He atom initially at rest;Vp,2 andVHe,2 are veloc-
ity vectors of the proton and the He atom, respectively, after
the collision.
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on angles w larger than a few degrees corresponds to atom
velocity increments VHe,2> 5 km s� 1, and such collisions
would significantly change direction and magnitude of inter-
stellar helium atom velocities and thus modify their velocity
distributions and intensities.
[33] We calculated proton-helium differential elastic

scattering [e.g., Mott and Massey, 1949; McDaniel, 1964;
Landau and Lifshitz, 1976, 1977] using the analytical fit of
Helbig et al. [1970] for the (H+) + (He) interaction potential
of Wolniewicz [1965]. At scattering angles smaller than a
few degrees, we treated scattering quantum mechanically
(quasiclassically) with the Jeffreys-Wentzel-Kramers-
Brillouin (JWKB) approximation for phase shifts. At angles
larger than 1�, the classical treatment was applied. The quan-
tum mechanical and classical cross-section curves were then
patched in the region where they overlapped with identical
dependences. Johnson et al. [1989] performed perhaps the
most detailed experimental study of differential scattering of
protons on helium in the 0.5–5.0 keV proton energy range
(in the laboratory reference frame). We validated our calcula-
tions by direct comparison with the experimentally obtained
differential cross-sections at relative collision velocities
538 km s�1 (proton energy 1500 eV in the laboratory frame)
and 982 km s�1 (5000 eV).
[34] Figure 7 shows the calculated elastic differential

scattering cross-section ds/dΩ as a function of the scatter-
ing angle w for the relative collision velocity 450 km s�1.
Quantum mechanical oscillations are prominent at small
scattering angles and disappear at larger angles as
expected. The classical and quantum mechanical calcula-
tions are patched at w = 1.5�. The total elastic scattering
cross-section,

q0 ¼
Z

ds
dΩ

dΩ ¼ 2p
Zp

0

ds
dΩ

wð Þ dw; (9)

is 6.3� 10� 16 cm2 (6.3 Å2) at this collision velocity.
[35] At small collision impact parameters (corresponding

to large scattering angles), non-elastic processes—charge
exchange and proton impact ionization—become important
and result in loss of helium atoms. Charge exchange dominates
loss of helium atoms in collisions for typical solar wind

velocities from 400 to 800 km s�1. At Vr=450 km s� 1, the
charge exchange cross-section is 5� 10�19 cm�2 [Barnett
et al., 1990].
[36] Let us make a simplifying assumption [Gruntman,

1986] that collisions are purely elastic at impact parameters
b larger than a certain minimal impact parameter b0 and
result in helium atom loss for smaller impact parameters,
b< b0. Widely separated energy levels of the colliding
particles and a large energy gap for charge exchange justifies
such a simplification for proton-helium collisions. The
particles exchange an electron at close encounters in contrast
to symmetric collisions (e.g., between protons and hydrogen
atoms) with no energy threshold and possible electron
exchange at large internuclear distances.
[37] One can estimate the minimal impact parameter b0 for

elastic proton-helium collisions from

qL ¼ pb20; (10)

where qL is the loss process cross-section. We limit our
calculations of differential scattering to impact parameters b
b0 = 0.05 Å which corresponds to the loss cross-section
qL� 8� 10� 19 cm2, approximately what one expects
for combined cross-sections contributing to helium atom
losses in collisions with protons at a velocity 450 km s�1.
The limiting impact parameter b0 = 0.05 Å corresponds to the
maximum scattering angle wMAX� 34� in the center-of-mass
reference frame (Figures 6 and 7).
[38] In reality, atom loss could occur with some probability

at impact parameters larger than b0, b> b0 (and w< wMAX),
and some collisions with b< b0 (and w> wMAX) would
remain elastic. The simplifying assumption of a sharp impact
parameter boundary between elastic and inelastic scattering
results in (i) some excessive scattering on angles close to
the maximum angle wMAX, say from 30�–34�, in the calcu-
lated differential cross-sections and (ii) some undercount
of scattering on angles larger than 34�; the total elastic
scattering cross-section q0 remains unchanged. Since only
a very small fraction of collisions leads to scattering on
large angles, the introduced simplification would have
practically no effect on the obtained results.
[39] In addition to the proton-helium total elastic scattering

cross-section q0 (for scattering on all angles, w> 0�), we also

Figure 6. Dependence of the post-collision velocity VHe,2

of a He atom (initially at rest) on the scattering angle w in
the center-of-mass system for the relative collision velocity
Vr= 450 km s� 1.

Figure 7. Differential scattering cross-section of protons
on helium atoms as a function of the scattering angle w in
the center-of-mass reference frame for the relative collision
velocity 450 km s�1.
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introduce a partial cross-section, q1, for scattering on angles
larger than a certain minimal angle w1,

q1 ¼ 2p
Zp

w1

ds
dΩ

wð Þ dw: (11)

[40] For the minimal angle w1 = 1�, the corresponding
partial cross-section is q1 = 0.56 Å2 for the 450 km s�1 col-
lision velocity. We explain below in this section the ratio-
nale for the introduction of this partial cross-section q1.
[41] We assume henceforth a spherically symmetric

solar wind flux expanding with the constant velocity VSW =
450.0 km s� 1 and the number density nSW = 5.0 cm� 3 at
1 AU. Then, the collision rate of helium atoms with the
solar wind protons would be

b Rð Þ ¼ bE
RE

R

� �2

; (12)

where

bE ¼ b REð Þ ¼ nSWVSW q (13)

is the collision rate at 1 AU for the corresponding collision
cross-section q. Table 1 summarizes proton-helium colli-
sion rates bE,0 andbE,1 at 1 AU for the total and partial
cross-sections q andq1, respectively. (We consider all
proton-helium collisions in the heliosphere occurring with
the differential cross-section corresponding to the same
relative collision velocity 450 km s�1, as discussed below
in section 4.)
[42] The average number of elastic collisions g experi-

enced by a helium atom on its way from infinity in the LISM
to a point at a heliocentric distance R and an angle θ* from
the incoming asymptote of the hyperbolic orbit is an integral
along the trajectory

g ¼
Z

b tð Þ dt: (14)

[43] Substituting integration over angle θ* for that over
time, one obtains

g ¼ bER
2
E

h0
θ�; (15)

where h0 = h0(R,θ*) is specific angular momentum of the
atom.
[44] Figure 8 shows the dependence of the average

numbers of elastic collisions g0 and g1 on the position angle
θ at the Earth orbit for the cold model (or, generally, on the
angle θ* from the incoming asymptote) experienced by

interstellar helium atoms on their trajectories from the
LISM for the total cross-section q0 and the partial cross-
section q1 (and the corresponding collision rates bE,0 and
bE,1). Trajectories with large angles θ pass closer to the Sun
and consequently experience larger numbers of collisions.
[45] For collisions on all angles (w> 0), the average

collision number g0 is close to one at most interesting for ex-
periments position angles where interstellar helium trajectories
reach the Earth orbit tangentially, g0 = 0.95 at θ=126�. The
Poisson distribution describes probabilities of helium atoms
to experience a certain number of collisions. For example,
for the average number of collisions g0 = 1.0, a significant frac-
tion of atoms would experience more than one collisions—the
probabilities of 0, 1, and more than 1 collision would be 37%,
37%, and 26%, respectively.
[46] Direct calculations of helium atom trajectories with

multiple elastic collisions pose major difficulties. One can
however simplify the problem if helium atoms experience
either only one elastic collision or no collisions at all. Such
a “one-or-none collision” approximation could be justified
if the average number of collisions is significantly smaller
than one, that is for g≪ 1, which is clearly not the case for
collisions with the total cross-section q0.
[47] Most scattering in proton-helium collisions occurs on

small angles (Figure 7), and such collisions would add very
small velocity increments to He atoms (Figure 6) and thus
contribute very little to broadening of the flux of helium atoms
[Gruntman, 1986]. Therefore, one can disregard scattering on
small angles and consider only collisions with scattering on
angles larger than a certain limiting minimum angle w1.
Typical velocities VHe,2 imparted to helium atoms in such
small angle collisions would determine the disregarded direc-
tional change (let us call it the angle c) of atom trajectories.
The number of such small angle collisions experienced by a
He atom approximately equals the calculated average number
of collisions g0, and it is thus ~1 for direct trajectories
(Figure 8). Therefore, the calculated shape of He atom
directional intensity distributions with disregarded small angle
collisions would be accurate roughly within the angle c for
direct trajectories and perhaps twice as large for indirect trajec-
tories with larger number of collisions.

Table 1. Collision Rates bE,0 and bE,1 With Solar Wind Protons
and Photo-Ionization Rate �E for He Atoms at 1 AU

Process Angle Cross-section Rate at 1 AU

Elastic scattering w> 0� q0 = 6.31 Å2 bE,0 = 1.42� 10� 7 s� 1

Elastic scattering w> 1� q1 = 0.56 Å2 bE,1 = 1.27� 10� 8 s� 1

Photo-ionization �E= 1.0� 10� 7 s� 1

Figure 8. Average numbers of collisions g0 and g1 for
elastic scattering on angles w> 0� and w> 1� (with the
corresponding rates bE,0 and bE,1, respectively, at 1 AU from
the Sun) as a function of the position angle θ at the Earth
orbit for the cold model (or, generally, of the angle θ* from
the incoming asymptote).
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[48] Let us choose a convenient limiting minimum
scattering angle w1 = 1�. Then, considering only scattering
on angles w> w1 with the introduced earlier corresponding
partial cross-section q1, the average number of collisions g1
would not exceed 0.10 for direct trajectories crossing the
Earth orbit at θ< 145�, including in the region of most
interest for experiments (Figure 8). For g1 = 0.10, the fraction
of atoms experiencing more than one collision is about 1/20
of the particles with one collision. Therefore, atoms with
multiple collisions can be disregarded without introducing a
significant error in the calculations of the collision-formed flux
halo. The average number of collisions with w> w1 would be
only g1 = 0.142 at θ=180� and reach g1 = 1.0 at a very large
position angle θ=311�. Indirect trajectories to the observation
point with the position angle θ=126� would be characterized
by the angle θ*= 360� � θ=234� with the average number of
collisions g1 = 0.27, making the one-or-none collision
approximation still applicable. To summarize, under the one-
or-none collision approximation, we will assume that for the
average number of collisions g1, a g1 fraction of He atoms
would experience one collision and the remaining (1� g1)
fraction would experience no collisions.
[49] Proton-helium scattering on angles w equal to 1� and

0.3� corresponds to velocity increments VHe,2 imparted to He
atoms 1.6 and 0.5 km s�1, respectively (Figure 6). For the
latter velocity increment, the angle c characterizing changes
of He atom velocity directions would not exceed 1�. In fact,
this angle would be smaller since only a component of the
imparted velocity VHe,2 which is perpendicular to the local
He atom velocity vector causes the change in its direction.
We note that only 20% of atoms that experience a collision
would scatter on angles w> 0.3�. Therefore, we can conserva-
tively estimate that, for the selected minimal angle w1 = 1�, the
accuracy of the calculations of the shape of He atom direc-
tional intensity distributions under the one-or-none collision
approximation would not be worse than c ≤ 1�.

4. Interstellar He Atom Halo Fluxes at 1 AU

[50] Elastic collisions of interstellar helium with solar wind
protons result in two effects [Gruntman, 1986]. First, the flux
core intensity is slightly diminished because of scattering of
some atoms on large angles from the core. Second, the
scattered atoms form the flux halo. We adopt in this work
the one-or-none collision approximation with the limiting
minimal scattering angle w1 = 1�. Consequently, the halo inten-
sities would be accurately calculated at angles larger than 1�
from the flux core (c ≤ 1�).
[51] Let us consider He atoms reaching an arbitrary point

R= (R,θ) with a velocity V with respect to the Sun. Figure 9
shows trajectories of such particles for the conventional model
without collisions (top) and for the model with one elastic
collision (bottom). The trajectories and the collisions are con-
sidered in a general three-dimensional case. The plane of the
figure (top and bottom) contains the ecliptic plane and the
radius-vector R. We assume that the interstellar wind velocity
vector V0 is in the ecliptic plane and points in the direction of
the x axis. (The gray circle represents the Earth orbit if R=RE.)
The velocity vectorsV1,V2,V3,V4, ΔV, and the radius-vector
R1 are not necessarily in the plane of the figure.
[52] In both cases with and without collisions, we begin

with atoms with the same velocity V at the same selected

point R and trace them back to the LISM where they would
have velocities V1 (Figure 9, top) and V2 (Figure 9, bottom),
respectively. In the case without collisions, as described in
section 2, we first determine the velocity V1 and the angle
θ* between the incoming radial asymptote of the hyperbola
and the radius-vector R. Then, we calculate the survival
probability to reach the selected point and obtain the local
velocity distribution function. Finally, we numerically
integrate the velocity distribution over velocity magnitudes
in a selected direction to obtain the He atom intensity from
that direction.
[53] In the one-or-none collision case, we also first

determine—for the given V and R—the orbital parameters
of the trajectory, then calculate the fraction of atoms that
does not experience collisions and obtain their contribution
to the intensity as described above. Consider now an inter-
stellar atom originating in the LISM with the velocity vector
V2 and reaching the point R with the velocity V and
experiencing one elastic collision at the point R1. Let us
divide the atom trajectory into three segments (a), (b), and
(c) (Figure 9, bottom). In segment (a), the atom starts from
the LISM with the (unknown and to be determined) velocity

Figure 9. Trajectories of interstellar He atoms originating in
the LISMwith the initial velocitiesV1 andV2 and reaching the
same point R= (R,θ) with the same velocity V without
collisions (top) and with one elastic collision at the point R1

(bottom), respectively. Please see the text for explanations
of velocity vectors V3, V4, and ΔV and trajectory segments
(a), (b), and (c) in the bottom panel.
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V2 and reaches the collision point R1 with a velocity V3 .
Then in segment (b), the atom experiences an elastic
collision at this point and acquires a velocity increment ΔV
such that its post-collision velocity vector is V4=V3+ΔV.
Finally in segment (c), the atom starts from the point R1

with the initial velocity V4 and reaches the point R with
the velocity V.
[54] To trace this He atom from the selected point R back

to the LISM, we begin with segment (c) of the trajectory.
The collision may occur at different points along the trajec-
tory, so we integrate along the trajectory the contributions of
such events to the intensity. Therefore, we divide the hyper-
bolic orbit into equal intervals Δθ* of the angle between the
incoming radial asymptote and the radius-vector R.
Consider a collision at a point R1. Here, the probability Δp
of a collisions in the angular interval Δθ * is independent
of the angle from the asymptote and equals

Δp ¼ bE;1R
2
E

hc
Δθ�; (16)

where hc is specific angular momentum of the He atom in
segment (c) of the trajectory (Figure 9, bottom). Then, we
obtain (from the trajectory orbital elements) the velocity
V4 at the point R1 which is the velocity of the He atom after
the elastic collision at this point. Accounting for atom losses
on segment (c) of the trajectory, we relate the post-collision
phase space density of atoms at the point R1 and the phase
space density at the point R.
[55] Similarly in segment (a) of the trajectory, we relate

the atom phase space density at the point R1 with the veloc-
ity V3 before the collision and the atom phase space density
with the velocity V2 in the Maxwellian distribution at infin-
ity in the LISM. The velocity V2 and atom losses on this
segment are calculated from the trajectory orbital elements,
obtained from V3 and R1.
[56] At the collision point R1, the pre-collision velocities

of the solar wind proton Vp,1 and the interstellar He atom
V3 change to the post-collision velocities Vp,2 and V4,
respectively,

Vp;1;V3

� 	
⇒ Vp;2;V4

� 	
; (17)

with the relations between velocities determined by conser-
vation of momentum and energy for given scattering angles.
The differential cross-section ds

dΩ w; ’ð Þ (Figure 7) describes
the probability to scatter (in the center-of-mass reference
frame) on an angle w, with the azimuthal angle ’ distributed
uniformly. The angle w also determines the magnitude of the
velocity increment ΔV of the He atom in the collision.
[57] Typical velocities of interstellar helium atoms at

R> 1 AU are 20–50 km s�1 while the velocity of solar wind
protons is 450 km s�1. The magnitude of relative collision
velocities would thus vary less than 10%, depending on the
collision place and relative orientations of these two velocity
vectors. We disregard the dependence of the differential
cross-section on the relative collision velocity and assume that
all collisions are characterized by the differential cross-section
corresponding to the same effective velocity 450 km s�1. The
realistic solar wind velocity continuously changes with time.
These temporal variations would average out differential
cross-section dependences over a range of collision velocities,
thus justifying the assumption of a differential cross-section at

one effective velocity. (The He atom collision cross-sections
and corresponding rates, equation (13) and Table 1, are also
obtained for this collision velocity of 450 km s�1, consistent
with the assumption above.)
[58] One cannot make, however, a similar simplifying

assumption about the radial direction of relative collision
velocities. For typical velocities of colliding particles,
relative collision velocities could deviate from the radial
direction by as much as 6�. Many elastic collisions result
in scattering smaller than this angle. Consequently, the
assumption of the radial relative collision velocity would
have resulted in similar, up to 6�, and thus unacceptable
errors in determining He atom trajectories.
[59] If the heliocentric velocities of both particles were

known either before or after the collision, then calculating
unknown velocities would have been straightforward. One
would have first to determine the velocity vector of the
center of mass of the colliding particles; then calculate
changes in particle velocities in the center-of-mass system
for given scattering angles w and ’, and finally obtain the
unknown velocities in the reference system at rest with
respect to the Sun.
[60] At the collision point R1, we know one pre-collision

velocity (Vp,1) and one post-collision velocity (V4) of the
colliding particles (equation (17)) and the two other veloci-
ties, Vp,2 and V3, are unknown. We numerically solve the
equations relating these four velocities for given scattering
angles w and ’ in the center-of-mass system and obtain the
velocity V3 of the He atom before the collision in the helio-
centric system. Conservation of atoms in collisions allows us
then to relate the phase space densities of He atoms before
and after the collision. Patching the relations between atom
velocities and phase space densities in segments (a), (b),
and (c) of the entire trajectory, we relate the phase space
density of interstellar He atoms reaching the point R with
the given velocity V and experiencing one elastic collision
at the point R1 with the phase space density of atoms with
velocity V2 in the LISM.
[61] The calculations of the He atom intensity at a

given point from a given direction thus requires quadruple
integration over (i) atom velocity magnitudes V; (ii) along
atom trajectory (angle θ*) for the given V, with equation
(16) describing local contributions (probabilities) of
collisions along the trajectory; and (iii and iv) over scattering
angles w and ’ describing the differential cross-section. In
this work, we directly integrate over the velocity V and along
the trajectory over the angle θ* and use the Monte Carlo
technique to evaluate the double integral over scattering
angles w and ’.
[62] Figure 10 shows angular distributions in longitude

(“cuts” of all-sky maps at latitude d = 0�) of interstellar
He atom intensities for the conventional model without col-
lisions (solid blue lines), due to collisions only (solid green
line), and for one-or-none collision approximation adopted
in this work (red dotted lines) for position angles θ= 0�
(top), θ = 126�(middle), and θ = 180� (bottom) for an ob-
server at rest at 1 AU from the Sun. The longitudinal angle
a is measured from the downwind direction (Figure 4a).
The intensity distributions are “cuts” (slices), in the plane
of Figure 4a, of the all-sky maps in Figures 4b–4d. The
red dotted lines represent the “real” interstellar helium atom
intensities accounting for elastic collisions in contrast to the
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solid blue lines showing intensities obtained by the
conventional model without collisions.
[63] One can see that the collisions practically do not change

the flux core but produce the flux halo, confirming earlier
predictions by Gruntman [1986]. For the upwind direction
(θ=0�), the collisions form “shoulders” of intensity distribu-
tions approximately 30� wider than the flux core without
collisions. The shoulder intensities are three to four orders
magnitude smaller than the peak intensity of He atoms. At still
larger angles from the core, the collision-produced intensities
drop precipitously.
[64] In the downwind direction (θ=180�), the interstellar

He flux core forms an annulus in the sky map (Figure 4d).
The interstellar He atoms that experienced a collision partially

fill the directions within this annulus (Figure 10, bottom) and
show the halo outside. The angle a=180� corresponds to the
direction to the Sun. Consequently, interstellar He atoms pass
close to the Sun with significant loss, explaining steep inten-
sity drop near a =180�. The distributions at θ=126� clearly
show the difference in intensities between direct atom trajecto-
ries at a� 144� and indirect trajectories at a� 270�. The
collision-produced He atom halo is relatively much more
pronounced for indirect trajectories, as expected, passing
closer to the Sun with higher probabilities of collisions.
[65] Let us now consider, as an example, interstellar

helium intensities seen by an observer moving with the
Earth. Figure 11 (bottom) shows a calculated full sky map
of interstellar helium intensities in the ecliptic coordinates
for a realistic direction of the interstellar wind (ecliptic
latitude �5� and longitude 75�). The observer is at the point
with ecliptic longitude l =129�, which corresponds to the

Figure 10. Longitudinal angular distributions of interstellar
He atom intensities for the conventional model without colli-
sions (solid blue lines), due to collisions only (solid green),
and for the one-or-none collision approximation adopted in
this work (red dotted lines) for position angles θ=0� (top),
θ=126�(middle), and θ=180� (bottom) for an observer at
rest at 1 AU from the Sun. The distributions correspond to
the “cuts” (at latitude d=0�) of the full sky maps (without
collisions) shown in Figures 4b–4d. Figure 11. Interstellar He atom all-sky intensity (logarith-

mic scale) map in ecliptic coordinates (bottom) for an observer
moving with the Earth (top) at the point with ecliptic longitude
l =129�, corresponding to the position angle θ=126�
measured from the projection (dashed horizontal line) of
the upwind (interstellar wind) direction on the ecliptic plane
for the LSIM velocity V0 = 25 km s� 1, temperature
T0 = 8000 K, and helium number density n0 = 0.01 cm� 3; the
interstellar wind velocity vector points in the direction with
ecliptic latitude b=� 5� and ecliptic longitude lISW=75�.
Direct and indirect trajectory intensities peak in directions at
ecliptic longitudes 220� and 308�, respectively (bottom). The
dark dot at ecliptic latitude 0� near the center of the indirect
peak shows the direction to the Sun. The top panel also shows
spinning of a sun-pointed spacecraft with instruments (arrows)
pointed normal to the spin axis.
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position angle θ=126� from the projection of the upwind
direction on the ecliptic plane. Direct trajectories tangentially
touch the circular Earth orbit at this point (Figure 11, top).
Similarly to Figure 4, the map shows directions from where
interstellar helium atom fluxes come. Direct and indirect
flux intensities peak in directions at ecliptic longitudes 220�
and 308�, respectively, and they are shifted by about 5� above
and below the ecliptic plane. The dark dot with ecliptic latitude
0� and longitude 309� near the center of the indirect peak
shows the direction to the Sun.

[66] Figure 11 (top) also illustrates observational geome-
try for obtaining all-sky maps from a spinning spacecraft
with the spin axis pointed at the Sun [e.g., Gruntman et
al., 2001]. The instruments pointing in the direction normal
to the spin axis image the swath in the sky. As the spacecraft
revolves around the Sun in a heliocentric orbit (e.g., an
Earth-bound spacecraft), its Sun-pointed spin axis follows
the Sun, and the normally pointed instruments achieve the
coverage of the entire sky twice during one complete orbit.
The Earth-bound IBEX spacecraft operates in such a mode
[McComas et al., 2009], at any given moment measuring
interstellar He fluxes in a swath of the sky [Moebius et al.,
2009a,2009b] determined by pointing of the spacecraft spin
axis (Figure 11, top).
[67] Figure 12 (top) shows, as an example, the calculated

He atom intensities in such a swath in the sky at the observa-
tion point with ecliptic longitude l= 129� (θ= 126�) for the
conventional model without collisions (solid blue lines)
and for the one-or-none collision approximation (red dotted
line) for an observer moving with the Earth. The curves are
cuts through the intensity map, shown in Figure 11 (bottom),
in the plane normal to the direction to the Sun. The pointing
direction (angle f) is measured from the ecliptic South
Pole as the observing platform spins in the clockwise
direction about the vector pointed at the Sun. Therefore,
the angle f= 270� would correspond to the direction tangen-
tial to the Earth orbit in the ecliptic plane and pointed in the
direction of the Earth motion. This is a general direction
from where the incoming interstellar He atoms would have
the highest velocities relative to the moving Earth, which
is most favorable for observations.
[68] The middle and bottom panels of Figure 12 show the

ratios of intensities obtained by the model with collisions,
introduced in this work, to those obtained by the conventional
model of interstellar helium without collisions. One can see
that proton-helium elastic collisions reduce the maximum
(peak) intensity by 3% and increase intensities in the wings
of the distributions. This increase is about 25% at the angle
of 25� from the peak intensity and it rapidly grows with the
angle. In the flux halo, for example, the ratio of intensities is
about a factor of 25 at the angle 45� from the maximum.

5. Conclusions

[69] The quantitative evaluation of the effect of elastic
collisions, predicted more than 25 years ago, confirms the
formation of the interstellar helium atom flux halo that could
be measured at 1 AU. For an especially important point for
observations near the ecliptic longitude l = 129�, increased
helium atom intensities are pronounced in the directions
pointing away from the ecliptic plane, which makes it con-
venient for comparison with experimental data obtained
from Sun-pointed spinning spacecraft.
[70] Let us summarize now the main simplifying assump-

tions made in this work and evaluate their potential effect on
accuracy of the obtained results:
[71] (a) disregarding collisions with the solar wind heavier

ions, particularly alpha particles;
[72] (b) considering only proton-helium scattering on an-

gles larger than a certain minimum value, assumed in this
work w> 1� in the center-of-mass system;

Figure 12. The top panel shows interstellar He atom inten-
sities (swath in the sky) in the plane normal to the direction
toward the Sun as a function of the pointing angle f counted
from the southern ecliptic pole at a point with ecliptic longi-
tude l = 129�, corresponding to the position angle θ = 126�
(Figure 11), for the conventional model without collisions
(solid blue line); due to collisions only (solid green); and
for the one-or-none collision approximation adopted in this
work (red dotted line) for an observer moving with the
Earth. The ratios of the intensities for the model with colli-
sions to those for the conventional model without collisions
are shown in the bottom (linear scale) and top (logarithmic
scale) panels.
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[73] (c) sharp-impact parameter boundary between elastic
and inelastic proton-helium collisions, assumed in this work
b0 = 0.05 Å;
[74] (d) one-or-none collision approximation (rather than

a Poissonian distribution) for the number of collisions
experienced by interstellar He atoms;
[75] (e) use of the differential cross-section calculated at

a certain relative collision velocity, assumed in this work
450 km s�1;
[76] (f) disregarding anisotropy and deviations from the

R� 2 atom loss rate dependence on the heliocentric distance;
and
[77] (g) considering helium atoms in hyperbolic trajecto-

ries only in segment (c) (Figure 9, bottom) and disregarding
atoms in elliptical orbits.
[78] Only assumption (a) may lead to non-negligible

underestimate of enhanced large-angle wings of directional
He atom intensity distributions. Consequently, the interstel-
lar helium atom flux halo, obtained in this work, is the lower
limit on wing intensities. We will quantitatively examine the
contributions of collisions with solar wind alpha-particles
and multiple-charged ions in the future. Other assumptions
could only marginally affect the accuracy of the obtained
halo properties.
[79] Assumption (b) limits accuracy of intensity directional

distributions within 1� of the flux core and thus has practi-
cally no effect on the halo. Assumptions (c) and (d) may only
affect far wings, >50� from the maximum intensity peak,
where intensities are far below realistic possibilities of direct
detection. Assumption (e) would have practically no effect
on properties of the halo because of the varying solar wind.
Assumption (f) could lead to a slight overestimate only of
He atom intensities in indirect trajectories. Uncertainties in
knowledge of details of loss processes require use of an effec-
tive loss rate in any event. In addition, direct trajectories are
of most interest for experiments so uncertainties of electron
impact ionization, affecting primarily indirect trajectories,
are of minor importance.
[80] Finally, assumption (g) disregards He atoms in ellip-

tic trajectories arriving at observation points. Such atoms
enter the solar system on hyperbolic trajectories from the
LISM and elastic collisions with solar wind protons change
their trajectories into elliptic orbits. Examination of velocity
distributions of atoms arriving at an observational point at 1
AU from a given direction shows that atom velocities peak
at magnitudes substantially larger than the minimal hyperbolic
velocity (equal to the maximum elliptic orbit velocity) at this
point. Therefore, contributions to intensity by such particles
would be minimal.
[81] The lower limit on the wing intensities, obtained in this

work, is a first step in a quantitative evaluation of the He atom
flux halo caused by elastic collisions with solar wind ions and
their possible comparison with directional distributions of in-
terstellar helium flux intensities measured by IBEX [Moebius
et al., 2009a, 2012; Bzowski et al., 2012]. In addition, accurate
prediction of collisional heating and formation of the halo is
essential and indispensable for probing possible deviations
from Maxwellian velocity distributions of interstellar neutral
atoms in the LISM.
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IBEX program.
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